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FOREWORD BY THE CHAIRPERSON
The first three months of 2022 have given business the taste of what to expect in the next coming
months. The economic downturn is taking a toll on businesses and the effects thereof are
experienced in the Brent crude oil price increase, which results in the fuel price increase at short
intervals. The construction sector is no exception to this state of the economy and the struggle
coming from it. As the world is experiencing this challenging state of the economy the construction
industry is yet one of the busiest. It is engulfed with emerging businesses wanting a stake in this
changing world.
In order for the National Construction Incubator (NCI) to remain relevant in the changing times,
occupying the centre stage of contractor development and the industry in its broadness, it has
been necessary to craft this strategy.
As we get ready for the year ahead it has been necessary for the NCI leadership, management
and staff to look back at the challenges and achievements of the past, engage on the most
relevant strategic discussion that will make NCI effective. When the year 2021/22 started, it was
after what may be defined as the peak of COVID-19, when the pandemic claimed many lives.
Face to Face meetings were quite impossible. Quarantine and corona virus were the buzz words,
and at different intervals different personnel could not do the work. The Board and Management
learned some lessons out of this period, and these lessons will be useful as we start a new
financial year.
Taking a glance on the foundations of yesteryear, it is important to acknowledge the support from
funders and stakeholders, which kept NCI running to see the new financial year. The Small
Enterprise Development Agency has been the consistent main funder and has maintained its
belief in the capability of the NCI to deliver on its mandate. The East London IDZ and the Nelson
Mandela Bay Municipality have partnered with the NCI for years and many construction
businesses have been empowered. Ethekwini Municipality and Umhlathuze Municipality in their
different capacities have partnered with NCI and benefitted many contractors in the construction
sector. The presence of NCI in Tshwane and Ekurhuleni has also contributed to the development
of SMMEs in the construction sector. Various other partnerships including agreements with
ArcelorMittal SA, MDV Developments and Master Builders Association have been instrumental in
the contractor development initiatives led by the National Construction Incubator.
In order to avoid stagnation and irrelevance, the National Construction Incubator has made it the
norm to embark on the strategy by the end of every financial year. The growth that NCI has
reached requires new strategies equivalent to the expectations the clients have.
It is with joy that the Board and Management of NCI present the 2022 strategy. Much effort has
been put in crafting new and effective programmes that will take SMMEs to the next level. With
the experience acquired over the years NCI is more open to approach other stakeholders,
extending this to new areas where there is a need for business growth. We look forward with
confidence and strongly believe in the delivery team that NCI has developed.
Lindani Dhlomo: Chairperson of the Board
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PART I
1. INTRODUCTION
National Construction Incubator is one of the major players in the development of emerging
contractors in South Africa. NCI’s impact has grown from strength to strength over the years,
supporting entrepreneurs, building sustainable enterprises, and assisting them to create jobs. The
past financial year has been a year of rebuilding NCI towards its greatness again following
financial year (2020/2021) that brought all sorts of challenges for the organization and its
operations.
Recovering from the impact of COVID 19 and working on the turnaround plan to move the
organization out of being a going concern has been a focus area for the past financial year. The
management has shown great resilience in working through the challenges as well as keeping
focus on the deliverable of the strategy as per the previous review. It is with great pleasure to note
the success that has been achieved over the past financial year and indeed it has been the
foundation in which the organization found its strength to turn things around. The entire leadership
is continuously striving to achieve sustainability and the vision of the organization, bring all
operations on track and still strive to take the organization and the industry to greater heights.
This document is still a guideline for new thinking and ideas as the organization repositions itself
to work with the entire built environment sector while moving towards radical economic
transformation. It is for this reason that the contribution of the Board in reviewing the strategy
becomes a valuable endeavor in ensuring that NCI continues to grow and move its operation to
the next level.
The process to review the strategy, for the first time has been more inclusive as it included
executives as well as managers to ensure that everybody takes ownership of the strategy moving
forward. The process also focused on ensuring that the document becomes a live document that
can be understood by all teams at all levels. All areas of the document have been thoroughly
reviewed and interrogated to ensure relevancy and practicality. As a learning process, all
shortfalls have been taken into account and achievements highlighted as well as the journey to
build the organization continues.
This strategic document remains central to the NCI leadership, who compiled and crafted the
organizational strategy which is valid for five years. Financial year 2022/2023 as a second last
year of the strategy becomes more critical in ensuring that objectives are met in order to declare
this strategy as a realized strategy at the end of the fifth year. The document is divided into five
parts namely:







Part I Introduction
Part II Strategic Identity and Analysis
Part III Strategic Objectives
Part IV Implementation Plan
Part V Risk Analysis
Part VI Conclusion
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2. BACKGROUND
The construction industry is a significant contributor to the economy of South Africa. This extends
to the industry being a substantial contributor to employment and growth.
South Africa’s construction sector has undergone significant transformation and growth over the
past two decades. The government has effectively used the arena of social delivery as a capital
accumulation strategy for the emerging small and medium contractors. These changes and
growth as much as they presented opportunities for upcoming contractor also presented a glaring
need for development and support of contractors to enable them to achieve required
competitiveness levels to be meaningful players in the industry.
The sector has had its share of challenges as a result of the decline in the construction industry
which also drives down profitability in the sector. Private sector projects investment continues to
be under strain because of a gloomy outlook for economic growth. Nonetheless, government
infrastructure investment programmes are expected to continue to contribute over the medium
term, despite pressure on public capital expenditure.
The support and development of contractors remain a core requirement in enabling emerging
contractors to play a meaningful role in the sector, ensuring growth and sustainability. NCI has
since positioned itself not only to provide support to contractors but the entire build environment.
The National Construction Incubator (NCI) five-year strategic plan (2018 to 2024) which is
currently in place and being reviewed annually is a road map to the rapid growth in the five broad
areas of focus, namely, Improved Governance and Management, Financial Sustainability,
Increased awareness and diversification of funding and service portfolio which all leads to being
a centre developing excellence and fundamental business competencies.
The strategy review document that was adopted in 2020 is meant to be a guiding working
document in terms of achieving the mentioned focus areas. In developing the initial document in
2018, it was mentioned that the document as a working document will every year be reviewed
and amended accordingly to respond to the business needs at that time of the review. Also, in
considering that the business environment is subjected to change due to certain dynamics and
requirements of the business, the strategy will also be adjusted to suite such changes and
ensuring that it remain relevant to the demand of the business. The strategy document was
therefore reviewed in March 2022.
The management team met over a strategy plenary session to review critical areas of the strategy
on how they have been affected and how those areas can be restructured to respond to the new
direction of the organisation. It was also critical to review performance of the ending financial year
and craft a way forward in achieving the agreed on strategic objectives.
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3. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STRATEGY
The purpose of this document is to present a reviewed strategic direction of National Construction
Incubator, identify new focus areas in line with the organization’s objectives. This document also
serves as a guiding tool towards achieving the organization’s agreed deliverables, continuing to
bring the organization to a sustainable position as well as taking the organization to the next level
of maturity in its operations whereby revenue strength has doubled and is able to support a variety
of programmes for the built environment.

4. SCOPE OF THE STRATEGY REVIEW






Strategic Identity - Vision, Mission, Value Statement and Pillars of the Organisation
Internal and External Analysis – SWOT, Pastel and NCI Scenario Analysis
Strategic objectives
Implementation Plan
Environmental Analysis – Risk Management Register

5. ORGANISATIONAL MANDATE
National Construction Incubator
National Construction Incubator (NCI) is a public benefit organisation mandated to develop and
mentor emerging construction companies in South Africa. The core business of NCI is to
develop emerging contractors through the infusion of both technical and business administration
skills that are aligned with the introduction of technology to enhance efficiency and the effective
management of their businesses.
The Incubator is aimed at providing support to selected participants for a period of three years by
which time each Emerging Contractor should have advanced by at least one financial level above
their entry point on the CIDB register and be capable of operating unassisted in the open market.
The construction incubation model is an important intervention, if not the only one that can make
a significant impact in addressing the challenges faced by emerging contractors in South Africa.
The mandate of the organisation has therefore been reviewed to ensure that NCI remains relevant
not only to emerging contractors within the built environment as well as to develop a future support
system for built environment professionals. The new anticipated and to be adopted value
proposition, is that one of NCI providing support to the entire value chain of the construction sector
which will then calls for newly designed programmes and service offering.
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PART II
6. STRATEGIC IDENTITY
6.1 Vision and Mission
Vision
To be a sustainable leading construction incubator and a center of excellence in the development
of competitive Small Medium Enterprises through business, technical and innovative interventions
within the built environment.
Mission
To enhance the capacity of SMEs in the built environment through enterprise development by
enabling structured infusion of business, technical and technology interventions which lead to
sustainable businesses, significant job creation and a positive contribution to the South African
Economy.

6.2 Values
Value Statement
Integrity, respect and excellence are in the center of the delivery of our services whereby the
reliability of our team through collaborative efforts ensures that we are accountable for all that we
do and demonstrate ethical leadership at all times.
Values






Innovation and Excellence
Leadership and Accountability
Integrity and Respect
Commitment and Honesty
Reliability and Teamwork
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NCI VALUES’ NARRATION

Innovation
and
Excellence

•We conduct our business with high standards and demonstrate
professionalism in our behavior and in all that we do, ensuring
excellence and innovation in our delivery of services.

Leadership •We are accountable for every action and decision we take as a collective
or as an individual
and
Accountability

•We demonstrate ethical, principled behavior and sound morals that
harness honesty and willingness to do what is right at all times
•We treat one another with due regard and consideration while we
exercise respect across our value chain which includes our
Integrity and
stakeholders, clients, communities, environment, laws and regulations in
Respect
place

•We are committed to honesty and assuarance towards the
Commitment achievementd of goals for our organisation and stakeholders
and Honesty

•We ensure consistency and trustworthiness in all levels of our
engagements
•We
take pride in our combined efforts to increase efficiency and
Reliability and
effectiveness of the organization
Teamwork

Figure 1: NCI Values

VALUE STATEMENT
Integrity, respect and excellence are in the centre of our service delivery whereby the reliability of
our team through collaborative efforts ensures that we are accountable for all that we do and
demonstrate ethical leadership at all times.
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6.3 NCI Organizational Pillars
The following were recommended as four strategic pillars of success and sustainability which
requires proper management as each cannot exist without the other.

National Construction Incubator

NCI

Values

Leadership

Systems

Stakeholders

(What we
stand for)

(Who is
behind our
operations,
what skills do
we possess)

(How do we
execute our
mandate)

(Who makes it
all possible:
Employees,
Clients and
Funders)

NCI Value Proposition
Our promise to the industry – Our service provision

Figure 2: NCI Pillars
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The following table outline the pillars in context.

Pillars
Pillar 1 Values

Narration
These are the beliefs, philosophies and principles that drive our
organisation and all operations involved. Our commitment is to
uphold these values as they define what we stand for as an
organisation.
Value Statement
Integrity, respect and excellence are in the centre of our service
delivery whereby the reliability of our team through collaborative
efforts ensures that we are accountable for all that we do and
demonstrate ethical leadership at all times.
Values






Innovation and Excellence
Leadership and Accountability
Integrity and Respect
Commitment and Honesty
Reliability and Teamwork

Pillar 2 Leadership

Leadership in the case of NCI refers to our leading people,
management and the Board of Trustees and the practical skills
they possess encompassing the ability of this group to "lead",
influence and guide the entire value chain of NCI but most
importantly the team of NCI which must be led towards achieving
the common vision, the NCI vision.

Pillar 3 Systems

Delivering on our mandate requires strong operating systems
and the absence of strong systems will negatively affect the
entire organisation at all levels.

Pillar 4 Stakeholders

Becoming a sustainable leading organisation is depended on a
complete synergy of NCI’s Eco-System whereby all stakeholders
are interlinked and working in harmony for the success of the
organisation. In this case stakeholders refer to NCI employees,
NCI clients and NCI funders.

Table 1: Narration of NCI Pillars
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7. NCI ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
7.1 SWOT Analysis
STRENGTH
What are our strengths


NCI programme is aligned
to national mandate



Strong organisational
experience in construction
development and incubation
Uniqueness of service
offering



How will we capitalise on each
strength
Develop strong working relationship
with government entities,
departments and local government
i.e., Municipalities, DPW & DOT
Attract strategic public and private
partners who can leverage from NCI
experiences
Position NCI as a leader in
construction development



Accredited NQF
qualifications



Good national footprint and
national service coverage

Use this resource to grow revenue
by offering paid training session for
non-incubatees
-Strengthen the presence of NCI by
developing diverse stakeholders
across the country
-Implement national ED programmes
with private sector



Leadership commitment
and passion by both
Management and the Board
Sustainability Plan –
Supported by fundraising
panel and Incentive Policy

Use the strength of leadership to
attract strategic partners through
their networks
Use this plan as a tool to turn the
organisation around towards
greatness and prosperity



WEAKNESSES
What are our weaknesses


Reliance on singular
revenue stream



Inadequate asset base



Limited office space for
contractors





Lack of branch continuity
plan due to short term
stakeholder MOAs
Due to the effects of
COVID 19, there is still an
element of low moral
across the organization as
well as inadequate tools of
trade
Inadequate and limited ICT
advancement



How will we eliminate each
weakness
Explore other alternative revenue
streams through private sector
partnership
Develop other alternative revenue
Ensure proper management of
assets and replacement thereof
Explore innovative ways of office
layout design and co-location
opportunities
Attract new breed of
organisational based stakeholders
who are not branch linked
Introduce a wellness programme
that will help in uplifting spirit of
the teams

Explore all alternatives to
automate internal processes

Table 2: NCI SWOT Analysis
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OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

What opportunities are
available is our sector
Infrastructural development
projects by government

How will we take advantage of
these opportunities
-Link our contractors to these
projects
-Leverage on consulting
opportunities



Changes in procurement
policies (30% spent on
SMME)

Leverage on consulting opportunities



Changes in BBBEE codes
(ED & ESD programmes)

Position NCI as an Enterprise
Development beneficiary





Rapid technological
changes (Green
Technology and alternative
building skills)
District Municipal approach

Advance our service offering to be in
line with alternative building skills



Align with district municipal approach
for rural and township economy
development
Link NCI with these institutions for
collaboration or partnership for
financial or non-financial initiatives
Strengthen the relationship with
Seda to capitalise on their national
footprint to increase visibility and
accessibility of NCI across SA
Use NCI NQF qualification for
revenue generation







Development Corporation
Institutions


Seda National Footprint



Limitation of skills within the
construction sector

What threats exists for our
sector
 Change in political regime
government policies and
priorities
 New changes in BBBEE
threatening sustainability of
NCI clients
 Increase in competition

Rapid technological
changes (Green
Technology and alternative
building skills)
Corruption associated with
procurement and tender
processes

How will we minimise the
impact of each threat
Remain relevant to both private
and public sector and be
sustainable beyond government
interests

Capitalize on the 14 years of
experience and increase the
scope of service offering to cover
the entire built environment.
Adopt new and innovative way of
operating in the industry and be
abreast with technological
advancement
Socialise clients and employees
with King IV codes of good
practice

Economic melt- down
which may cause
withdrawal of fund
Pandemic and disasters

Implement strategies towards selfsustainability of the organisation



Environmental change and
climate change

Stay abreast with information
relating to industry and copying
measures



Cyber Security

Enhance security measures and
systems across NCI



Review and refine NCI risk
management plan
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7.2 NCI PESTEL Analysis

POLITICS











Change in ruling
party.
Change in
political
leadership.
Change in
government
priorities.
Change in
government
policies.
Changes in local
government
powers
Red tape within
government

ECONOMY












Economic meltdown
Low economic
growth
Decreased
government
spending in
infrastructure
Funder’s
financial
constraints
Fraud and
misuse of state
funds
Decrease in
currency
strength.
Lack of projects
in the private
sector

SOCIAL








Increasing
unemployment
level
High levels of
poverty
Rise in
community
activist groups
Strikes and
community riots.
High levels of
fraud and
criminal acts

TECHNOLOGY







Rapid
technological
advancement
Cyber security
threats
High costs of
aligning with
technological
changes.
Green
Technology global building
technology

ENVIRONMENT










Global warming –
shortage of
water
Climate change –
unpredictable
weather
Natural disasters
Pandemic and or
outbreaks
Strict
Environmental
laws and changes
Poor
infrastructure –
roads and basic
services

LEGAL










Legislation
ACMP
Regulations
Changes in
accreditation
requirements
CIPC
Requirements –
NCI formation
Changes in labor
brokers in the
sector
Complex
business
compliancy

Figure 3: NCI Pestel Analysis
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7.3 NCI Scenario Analysis
After considering both internal and external environment analysis, the following diagram illustrates
the future landscape of NCI which presents a set of uncertainties and different realities of what
might happen in the future. The diagram presents both best- and worst-case scenario which
needs to inform the strategic decisions of management going forward. For NCI to aim for a better
and best scenario it would have meant that the organization is capitalizing on its strength as well
as opportunities while eliminating the weaknesses by implementing practical strategies to move
the organization to a direction of prosperity. This will have to go hand in hand with proper
management of risk elements as outlined in the risk analysis register.

Figure 4: Scenario Analysis
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PART III
8. THE STRATEGY
8.1 Strategic Objectives
The following seven objectives were identified by the Board of Directors and NCI Management
as strategic objectives that are to take the organization forward. The process of having these as
finally adopted NCI objectives was the result of all plenary and review sessions that have been
held towards crafting a strategic direction for the organization and review sessions. All
contributions were combined to come up with one set of objectives. During the recent strategy
review a gap was identified between objective 6 and 7 as none of these objectives were talking
to the core mandate of the organization it was agreed that the objectives be reviewed and aligned
accordingly. In a separate session objective 6 and 7 were reviewed and combined into one
objective. Action items will have to be updated taking into account what has been achieved, items
that are still pending and new items that have been added for continuous tracking at all levels.

2015/2016
Objectives

2020
adopted
objectives

NCI
Strategic
Objectives

2017
Manco/Board
Objectives

2018
Reviewed
Objectives

Figure 5: Revolution of NCI Objectives

Each objective has its own strategic items which underpins the objective and should inform the
action items to be considered towards achieving that objective. The action items will spread
across all three terms which are short, medium and long term. Some of these items are expected
to change and revolve as some milestones are achieved and others will require close monitoring
over the coming years. The strategy is left with only three years and action items will be structured
according to this period.
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Strategic Objectives Review Session 2022

Objective 1
•To become a self-sustainable organisation
Objective 2
•Improve and develop business systems
Objective 3
•Be a people centred organisation
Objective 4
•Reposition the image and identity of the organisation
Objective 5
•Be a technologically driven organisation
Objective 6
•Be a centre of excellence, an innovation hub and an all inclusive built
environment entity

Figure 6: NCI Objectives
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Objectives’ Description and Intent

Objective 1
Strategic Intent

To become a self-sustainable organisation
Is to achieve an organisation that has a diverse group of funding partners
as well as innovative ways of facilitating different income streams.

Objective 2
Strategic Intent

Improve and develop business systems
Improve NCI operational efficiencies and effective programme delivery.

Objective 3
Strategic Intent

Be a people centred organisation
Improve the quality and standard of work within the organisation and
continuously develop talent.

Objective 4
Strategic Intent

Reposition the image and identity of the organisation
This objective is aimed at enhancing the image of the organisation and
how it is seen and received by the external world as well as its clients.

Objective 5
Strategic Intent

Be a technologically driven organisation
To be an organisation that is in line with technological advancement in
terms of its operations and solutions to the market.

Objective 6
Strategic Intent

Be a centre of excellence, an innovation hub and an all inclusive
built environment entity
Be a go to organisation that is known for being a source of information
and knowledge and a hub for research and development through a
multitude of leading programmes for the built environment

Table 3: Objectives’ Description

Following is a comprehensive overview of each objective and how it scales up from short,
medium and long term period of the strategy including strategic action items and expected
deliverables.
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Objective 1
To become a self-sustainable organisation
Objective Description
Is to be an organization that has a diverse group of funding partners and innovative ways of facilitating different income streams
Strategic Item
Development of cost saving and income generating strategies
These strategic objectives are formed on the premise of historical background where NCI’s dependency on grant funding has
proven not to be a sustainable model, influenced by political externalities which pose a high risk. A strong focus is therefore
required in these two strategic areas from the short-term to long-term periods of the organisation.
Period
Outcome at the end of
KPI
year
5
2022/2023
2023/2024
2024/2025
Short-Term Year 3
Medium-Term Year 4&5
 Achieve revenue
 Grow revenue in
 Grow revenue to
 Diverse group of
 List of new funders
inflow of R31.9 mil.
line with the
by between 10funders both Public
and signed MOAs
 Facilitate engagement
approved budget.
15%
and Private
 Signed off new
with existing funders
 Continuous
 Revenue strength at
value proposition to
to retain and or renew
reduction of
10-15% growth
attract new funders.
MOAs in place and
outstanding
 A viable in-house
 Revenue growth at
review terms of
creditors
suite of paid
10-15% year on
engagement.
 Monitoring of MOAs
services available to
year
 Monitor impact of the  Continuous
public
 Dedicated
funding panel.
sourcing of new
 Registered and fully
resource(s) focusing
 Design a new value
funders
functional Section
on Business
proposition for
 Full implementation
21 company.
Development.
funders and align to
of paid services
 Fully fleshed
 Revenue report
rural and township
Business
 Alignment with
economic
Development Unit
districts rural and
development.
township economic
 Finalise a concept
development
document with
strategies for paid
services suite.
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Objective 2
Improve and develop business systems
Objective Description
This objective is aimed at improving NCI operational efficiencies and effective programme delivery. Creating effective business is
aimed at improving the problem solving and decision making of the National Construction Incubator. As such it aimed at
developing tools and methodologies that are expected to be utilised by all levels.
Strategic Item
Development of Quality Management Systems
A quality management system (QMS) is a collection of business processes focused on consistently meeting client requirements
and enhancing their satisfaction. It should be expressed in NCI goals and aspirations, policies, processes, documented
information, and resources needed to implement and maintain it. NCI quality management systems should emphasise predictable
outcomes of all interventions.
Period
Outcome at the
KPI
end
of
strategy
term
2022/2023
2023/2024
2024/2025
Year 5
Short-Term Year 3
Medium-Term Year 4&5
 Develop a fully
 Continuous
 Continual
 Fully Automated
 Budget committee
automated financial
improvement and
improvement and
Financial
 Compliance
management
monitoring of
monitoring
Management
committee
system.
Financial and Asset
System
 Audits reports
 Develop a fully
Management
 Attain ISO
 Functional Budget
 Revised Policies in
automated Asset
System
accreditation
Committee
line with QMS
Management
 Continuous
 Fully Automated
 Approved budget for
System
monitoring of
Asset Management
the implementation
effectiveness of
System
of several
 Align to the new
Seda QMS
 Functional Internal
processes
Seda QMS
 Conduct internal
Compliance
 System
quality audit in line
Committee.
development report
 Implement Quality
with Seda
 ISO Accreditation
Management
requirements
 Digital Quality
System in line with
Management
Seda requirements.
System
 Full suite of all NCI
policies
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Objective 3
Be a people centred organisation
Objective Description
Improve the quality and standard of work within the organisation and continuously develop talent
Strategic Item
Development of Quality Promoting Strategies and Staff Developmental Strategies
The premise of these strategies is to enhance a high-performance culture towards within the organisation for excellence customer
service
Period
Outcome at the
KPI
end
of
strategy
term
2022/2023
2023/2024
2024/2025
Year 5
Short-Term Year 3
Medium-Term Year 4&5
Quality / high performance  Implement
 Continuous
 Performance
 Skills audit report
 Institute a high
performance
improvement and
Management
 Approved HR
performance culture
management
monitoring
System
policies
Backed up by
system.
 Employee
performance
 A positive
satisfaction survey
management system
organisational
analysis report
culture
 Individual
Learning & Development  Continuous
Development Plans
 Review learning and
improvement and
 Operational
 Signed performance
development and align
monitoring
Succession
contracts /
to individual
Planning
agreement.
development plans.
 Working talent
 Individual Training
management
 Implement talent
and Development
strategy
Talent Management
management
Plans
 Increased number of
 Development of talent
strategy.
participations in
management strategy

Full
suite
of
HR
Learning and
and related policies
Policies
development plans
by employees
Strategic Identity & Culture  Continuous
improvement and
 Values aligned
 Implement NCI values
monitoring
operations.
and culture audit
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Objective 4
Reposition the image and identity of the organisation
Objective Description
Corporate Identity, Branding, Programme / Project modeling, ambassadorship, and access
Strategic Item
Enhancing the image of the organisation and how it is seen and received by the external world as well as its clients
Period
Outcome at the end of
KPI
year
5
2022/2023
2023/2024
2024/2025
Short-Term Year 3
Medium-Term Year 4&5
 Enhance image and  Continuous
 Continuous
 Newly branded
 Developed marketing
identity of the
monitoring
development,
organization and
policies.
organization.
review and
well communicated
 Newly branded
 Continuous
monitoring
brand.
branches
 Develop a
development,
 Approved Corporate  Well positioned new
marketing profile for
review and
Identity Manual
identity internally and
NCI.
monitoring
 Approved and
externally
implemented
 Corporate identity
 Strengthen Public
marketing policy.
manual
Private Partnerships
 Approved and
 Stakeholder
through the
implemented
engagement forums /
development and
stakeholder
meetings
conclusion of
management policy.  Open days / road
MOA’s.
 Strong stakeholder
shows (online)
management
 Customer &
 Full suite of
stakeholder
stationery,
satisfaction surveys
marketing material,
 Newly branded
branding and
marketing stationery
brochures.
 Active social media

platforms
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Objective 5
Be a technological driven organisation
Objective Description
To be an organisation that is in line with technological advancement in terms of its operations and solutions to the market
Strategic Item
Invest in appropriate technology and tools that will ensure the organisation is seamlessly integrated into a fully-fledged
technologically integrated mentoring programme.
Period
Outcome at the end of
KPI
year 5
2022/2023
2023/2024
2024/2025
Short-Term Year 3
 Continuous
Establishment of
strategic
partnerships with
ICT entities
including higher
learning institutions.








Develop a data
consolidation
system
Enhance business
unit’s alignment
digitally.
Continuous enhance
digital
communication
across NCI.
Enhance NCI
programmes with
innovative
interventions.






Medium-Term Year 4&5
Monitoring of ICT
 Continuous
partnerships
development and
monitoring of new
Continuous
systems and
development and
software
monitoring of new
systems and
 Improve contractor
software
development
software.
Implement and
improve new
 Develop contractor
contractor
software for post
development
incubation
software



Database of ICT
Partners



Seamless electronic
integration of all
business units



Well-coordinated
and seamless
reporting



Improved
management of
information



NCI contractor APP



NCI Intranet



Fully digital
organisation



Reports on
technological
developments
across NCI



New ICT partners



Measured
turnaround time in
reporting (due to
centralised
information)



Improved
Accessibility and
Availability of
information



Concept documents
for new
developments
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Objective 6
Be a centre of excellence, an innovation hub and an all-inclusive built environment entity
Objective Description
To attain alignment with the organizations’ i.e., “a leader and center of excellence in the development of SMMEs within the built
environment through mentorship and business excellence” and improving NCI’s motoring and evaluation of clients that have graduated
from NCI contractor development programme
Strategic Item
Establish an Innovation Hub for R&D activities so that NCI becomes a go to SMME support institution for enterprises within the built
environment. This will also include collecting and collating data, especially that which reflects economic impact stemming from the
clients, is useful for tracking performance over time, comparing effectiveness with other programmes, checking, or reflecting the quality
of the programme which is a useful tool for client recruitment and retention. Areas of improvement will be easily identified.
This will be done through benchmarking with other like-minded institutions and programmes, Structured information/ systems i.e.,
contractor portals with linkages to “Open source” learning platforms linked to Technical Committee Engagements creating linkages with
like-minded institution.
Period
Outcome at the
KPI
end
of
strategy
term
2022/2023
2023/2024
2024/2025
Year 5
Short-Term Year 3
Medium-Term Year 4&5
 Development of the
 Develop a structured  Review Resource
 Fully implemented.
 Approved Centre of
center of excellence
information / system
Management and
Centre of Excellence
excellence concept
concept
i.e., portal with
Programme Funding
concept
document
linkages to “Open
strategies
 Establish linkages with
source” learning
 Active SLAs with
 SLA with Academic
institutions of higher
platforms.
 Position NCI as a
Universities, TVET
Institutions and other
learning and other likecenter of excellence
Colleges, and likeindustry players
minded organizations
 Continuous
by i.e., present R&D
minded institutions
to enhance R&D
development and
work in conferences
to leverage research  Fully funded center
initiatives
monitoring of the
and development
of excellence with
Center of excellence  Continuous building
programmes.
active MOAs
 Conduct benchmarking
of NCI capacity to
in line with being a
 Continuous sourcing
deliver on the Centre  Active MOAs under
 Benchmarking
Center of excellence.
strategic Partners to
of Excellence.
PPP to leverage
results against other
leverage funding for
funding and
center of excellence
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Seek funding using
PPP strategy to
establish the center of
excellence

2022/2023
Short-Term Year 3
 Implement postgraduation
programme.








Develop incentives
to encourage
graduates to
continue support the
programme.

the Centre of
Excellence.





Develop automated
graduate tracking
system.



Implementation of
an Alumni
programme



Position NCI as an
affiliate / memberbased entity



Period
2023/2024
2024/2025
Medium-Term Year 4&5
Continuous
 Continuous
monitoring and
monitoring and
enrolment to the
development of
graduate
systems
programme
 Survey on
Review incentives
experiences from
packages to ensure
previous intake
relevance.



collaboration for the
center of excellence.

Outcome at the
end of strategy term Year
5


Fully implemented and
ongoing Post-graduate
programme



Digital graduate
tracking system with
annual reports

Fully resourced
center with qualified
personnel.

KPI



Approved postgraduation policy.



Graduate database



Graduates tracking
system.





Continuous
development of the
online system

Up to date database of
graduates in the
programme

Alumni programme
launch and a list of
NCI Ambassadors



Active Alumni
programme



Review of the
Alumni programme

Partnership
Agreement with
Private Sector.



Funding partner for the
entire concept



Needs analysis
report and tracking
report.

Launch the memberbased programme.



Fully operational
affiliate programme
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PART IV
9. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The implementation plan will focus more on the short-term objectives which is year four of the
strategy as a build up for the last year which is year five. Due to strategic items being interrelated
across all terms, the deliverables of the short-term objectives will be a base and a foundation for
the execution of year five action items and overall deliverables of the Strategy. The
implementation plan will not be only about the strategy but an ongoing recovery and sustainability
plan which will continue to turn the organisation around and move operations to the next level.
The following figure illustrates a synergy for successful implementation.

Clients /
Beneficiaries

Sustainability
Plan and
Going
Concern

NCI
STRATEGY

NCI Teams
&
Leadership

Stakeholders
/ Funders

Figure 7: NCI Eco-System Synergy for Success

The successful implementation of the strategy will be entirely depended on complete synergy of
NCI’s Eco-system as illustrated above. All activities by NCI leadership and Teams should be
centered around servicing the clients, aligning to stakeholder’s objectives while ensuring
sustainability of the organization. All these combined must talk to the achievement of strategic
objectives.
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9.1 Success Factors of the NCI Strategy Implementation Plan








The strategy should be communicated, understood and adopted by everyone in the
organisation.
Everyone needs to understand their role towards the success of the strategy becoming a
realised strategy.
Everyone need to be accountable for their deliverables towards achieving objectives.
NCI management as the custodian of the strategy need to ensure the following:
- Proper synergy between themselves as leaders or management
- Functional relationship between management and the entire team
- Improved relationship and engagement between NCI team and clients
Strong focus to the going concern and successful implementation of the sustainability
plan.
Comradeship and solid teamwork will be a strong pillar in this journey of taking an
organisation forward.

9.2 Action Plan
The action plan was reviewed by the leadership of the organization focusing on short-term
deliverables. The action plan clearly outlines all action items, champions responsible for the
implementation of the action items to achieve required deliverable as well as clearly defined
timelines for deliverables as well as expected outcomes. The action plan still considers the
changes in the delivery of the mandate as the result of COVID 19 whereby the technological
requirements of the organization to enable it to transform some of the processes to online
platforms takes precedence as well as continuous recovery. The breakdown of action items can
be accessed on request from the office of the Chief Executive.
9.3 Cost and Financial Implications
The Finance unit remains key supporting element in this implementation plan. A proposed budget
has been submitted for approval which incorporate deliverables as per the strategy. The recent
strategy review by management included the budget input of all managers so as to ensure that
enough resources are allocated as per expected deliverables. The comprehensive process that
has been undertaken will ensure that everybody understands all elements of the strategy
documents and expectations thereof. The management will have to ensure that the
implementation plan is executed to the best ability in line with available resources.
A review of the financial status in line with the implementation plan is recommended halfway
through the current financial year to assess the progress of the implementation plan and the
availability of financial resources to support the process.
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9.4 Risk Management
Through the analysis of internal and external environment with more emphasis on political and
economic factors for external environment as well as stakeholder engagement and infrastructure
management for internal environment. The implementation of the strategy might face challenges,
especially as the strategy approaches maturity. It is recommended that a reviewed risk
management plan be in place to mitigate any risk that has a potential to affect implementation of
the strategy.
A risk register is tabled in the following section outlining risk areas and recommended mitigation
factors and contingency plans.
9.5 Sustainability Plan
The following sustainability planning approach which follows a six-step plan is linked to the
strategy implementation plan in ensuring that both action plans are not executed in silo and
separate from each other. Both action plans are interlinked hence incorporated within the
implementation plan. The following six steps are linked to the strategy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What needs to be sustained?
What resources will be required?
Target market
Funding strategies
Potential partners
Action Plan

9.6 Units of Measure
In order to determine progress towards achievement of objectives, there must be key performance
indicators that will be monitored consistently to ensure that all actions are on track. Key
performance indicators will have to form part of discussions during monthly meetings.
Achievement of short-term objectives will be validated by key success factors being accounted
for at the end of the short-term period which in this case is the end of the financial year 2022/2023.
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KPA

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS 2022/23

Weighting

Retain all viable
existing MOA.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
ITEMS




Achieve Revenue Level
of (R29 mil)
65% Internally generated
20% Fundraising panel
15% Board Members
(as per incentive policy)

FINANCE

Objective 1
Build a self-sustainable organisation

OBJECTIVE






30%
25%

Establish New MOA
-Government
-Private Sector

40%

1 ED/SD Funder

15%

1 Sector Event

15%









Number of renewed and new MOAs
Revenue of +R29 mil
Report on revenue generation pipeline
and signed MOAs
Report on approached companies
Benefit received as an ED beneficiary.
Report on sponsorship initiatives
Report & Revenue generated through
fundraising initiatives.
Growth strategy
New value proposition that aligns to
rural and township economic
development
Revised NCI model
Concept document and pricing model
Revenue report on offered services.
Registered Section 21 Entity
Report on hosted event and revenue
generated.

STRATEGY OUTCOMES
2023/2024
 Diverse group of
funders both Public and
Private
 Revenue strength at
10-15% year on year
growth
 Viable in-house suite of
paid services available
to public
 Registered and fully
functional Section 21
company.
 Fully fleshed Business
Development Unit
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OBJECTIVE

OPERATIONS – PROCESSES
AND PROCEDURE

Objective 2
Improve and develop business
systems

KPA

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS 2022/23

Weighting

Fully functional
automated Finance
Management System

25%

Fully functional
automated Asset
Management System

25%

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR ITEMS


15%








Budget Tracking Tool
(Automated)
Asset Register (Automated)
Asset Audit Report
QMS alignment report
QMS Status Quo Report
Unqualified Audit Report
Compliance report

STRATEGY
OUTCOMES 2023/2024






New alignment with
Seda QMS

25%

Compliance
Management System

25%



Digital Financial
Management System
Functional Budget
Committee
Digital Asset
Management System
Functional Internal
Compliance Committee.
Digital Quality
Management System
Full suite of all NCI
policies
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KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS 2022/23
Implementation of
Performance
Management System
& Reward
performance

HUMAN RESOURCES

Objective 3
Be a people centred organisation

OBJECTIVE KPA

Weighting

30%

Implementation of
Learning and
Development

25%

Implementation
Talent Management
System

25%

Implementation of
NCI Values

20%

15%

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
ITEMS
 Implementation report of
performance management policy
 Performance agreements
 Implementation report of
learning and development Policy
 Skills audit report
 Implementation report of
Individual development plans
 Implementation report of
management development
programme
 Report on L&D budget spent
 Implementation report of Talent
Management Plan
 Implementation report of
Succession planning policy
 Employee satisfaction survey
report
 Implementation report of
performance incentive policy
 Values promotion campaign
 Report on executed values
activities

STRATEGY OUTCOMES
2023/2024
 Performance
Management System
 A positive
organisational culture
 Operational
Succession Planning
 Individual Training and
Development Plans
 Full suite of HR
Policies
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KPA

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS 2022/23

Weighting

Re-Branding of NCI and
provision of marketing
material

20%

4 Stakeholder Forums

40%

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS ITEMS





Continuous Quarterly
Newsletter

MARKETING

Objective 4
Reposition the image and identity of the organisation.

OBJECTIVE

Social Media
Management
- Continuous management
of all platforms

20%





20%




10%

Optimisation of the
Website (Redesign /
enhancement)
Design of corporate
templates







Approved Marketing Budget
Branded branches
Vision, Mission & Values
displays and communication
plan.
Corporate identity manual &
launch
NCI stationery
Service brochures
Stakeholder management
policy
Stakeholder forums
Satisfaction survey reports
Communication channel /
platform
Social media engagement
plan
Open days / Road shows
Report on social media
following and activity growth
Approved corporate
templates
External newsletter

STRATEGY
OUTCOMES 2023/2024








Newly branded
organization and well
communicated brand.
Approved Corporate
Identity Manual
Approved and
implemented marketing
policy.
Approved and
implemented stakeholder
management policy.
Strong stakeholder
management
Full suite of stationery,
marketing material,
branding and brochures.
Fully operational affiliate
programme

Brand awareness
campaigns
Introduction of an
external newsletter
Grow following on social
media by 100%
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KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS 2021/22

ICT AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Objective 5
Be a technologically driven organisation

OBJECTIVE

Weighting

ICT partners
-Cyber Security partner –
Loading/rollout of a firewall
-Online Training System –
Maintenance & expansion of
online training licenses
-Online Mentorship System
Maintenance & expansion of
online training licenses

5%

Live Intranet Platform Maintenance

25%

All NCI policies online –
(Finalise ICT pending
policies)
ICT strategy framework
- Disaster recovery plan
- ICT governance framework
Establishment of ICT
steering committee
Phase 1 Contractor App
Development








20%

15%

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS ITEMS
Needs analysis - Firewall
Progress report on all IT
infrastructure improvement
Progress on the
implementation of intranet
Progress on App
implementation and other
new software
Aligned business units.
Digitally inclined proposals
and partnerships for
Contractor Development

STRATEGY OUTCOMES
2023/2024
 Database of ICT
Partners
 Seamless electronic
integration of all
business units
 Well-coordinated and
seamless reporting
 Improved management
of information
 NCI contractor APP
 NCI Intranet
 Fully digital organisation
 Information
Management
Framework and
Systems

20%
15%

15%

Phase 2 – Implementation,
Improvement & monitoring
of the App
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KPA

MENTORSHIP & DEVELOPMENT

Objective 6
Be a centre of excellence, an innovation hub and an all-inclusive built
environment entity

OBJECTIVE

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
2022/2023
Enhance Mentorship
& Development for the
Built-environment
- Contractor support –
Implementation of
scope of work
- Localization
(development and
implementation of a
business model)
- Township
development
(development and
implementation of a
business model)

Weighting

Training
- Develop and
implement an
annual training plan
- Renew accreditation
with construction
ceta
- Forge partnership
with a training
institution for skills
development
(TVET)
- Facilitate skills
development
accreditation
process

25%

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS ITEMS

STRATEGY OUTCOMES
2023/2024




30%




Contractor support
reports
Localization Model
Township
Development Model





Fully implemented Centre of
Excellence concept
Active SLAs with Universities,
TVET Colleges, and likeminded institutions to leverage
research and development
programmes.
Active MOAs under PPP to
leverage
funding
and
collaboration for the center of
excellence.

20%






Annual Training Plan
Implementation
report – Annual
Training Plan
Renewed
accreditation
MOU with TVET
Colleges
Skills Development
Accreditation
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KPA

MENTORSHIP & DEVELOPMENT

Objective 6
Build an organisation that is a Centre of Excellence,
innovation hub and one stop shop for the entire builtenvironment, professional practitioners and contractors

OBJECTIVE

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS 2022/23
KPA - R&D
- Innovation Hub –
Alternative building
technology, green
technology
- Development of
new business
concepts
- Alignment of
government
policies

Weighting
25%

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS ITEMS
 Progress report on the
development of
Innovation Hub
 Report on new
business concepts
 Alignment report –
government policies










Alumni Programme
- Automated
Graduation
Database
- Conduct Impact
assessment of
graduated
incubates (all
incubated)
- Review the Alumni
concept document

20%










STRATEGY OUTCOMES
2023/2024
Functional Innovation Hub
Fully implemented and
ongoing Post-graduate
programme
Digital graduate tracking
system
Up to date database of
graduates in the programme
Annual tracking reports
Active Alumni programme
Funding partner for the entire
CoEx concept
Active membership concept

Online tracking tool
Tracking report
Needs analysis report.
Fund raising report.
Alumni programmes
launch.
NCI Contractor
Ambassadors
Alumni retention plan
Approved membership
concept Document
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PART V
10. ENVIRONMENTAL RISK ANALYSIS (Risk Register)
In identifying the key strategic objectives for National Construction Incubator, the management
team also reviewed the internal and external risk issues that might affect or have an impact in
achieving key strategic objectives as well as external factors that affect the construction industry.
The following analysis were output of the review sessions that were held in reviewing the strategy
document.
Notes: The following table explains column meaning of the Risk Analysis Table

Column Name

Column Description

ID
Risk Description
Probability

Risk identification number
Outlines what is this risk
Probability: Likelihood of occurrence
4: Highly likely/probable (76%-100%)
3: Likely (51%-75%)
2: Somewhat likely (26%-50%)
1: Unlikely/improbable (0%-25%)
Impact:
4: Critical: Threatens the viability of the business or represents
failure of the project
3: Severe: Threatens the achievement of business vision or
severely reduces project benefits
2: Moderate: May delay achievement of the vision or reduce
project benefits
1: Minimal/minor: No impact on business vision but may
increase project costs and timescales
Detectability:
4: Determined after impact has been realized
3: Realized upon trigger event
2: Immediately prior to trigger event; can be mitigated prior to
trigger if monitored
1: Determined well in advance of occurrence or trigger event

Impact

Detectability

Importance

Importance of the risk in the holistic operation of the
organisation (%)

Category
Event Trigger / Indicator

Risk category
What act or event initiates either the risk occurrence or
precipitates the response strategy?

Risk Response and
Description

How will the organisation respond to this risk and what actions
will be taken to match that response?

Contingency Plan

How will you respond to this risk and what actions will you take
to match that response?
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Category

Importance

Detectability

Risk Description

Impact

ID

Probability

INTERNAL RISK

What is this risk?

Trigger Event/Indicator

Risk Response

Contingency Plan

What act or event initiates either the
risk occurrence or precipitates the
response strategy?

How will you respond to this risk and
what actions will you take to match
that response?

If the risk becomes a reality,
what will you do in response, as
a backup, or alternative/
workaround?

1. Financial Alignment

1.1

1.2

Liquidity / Insolvency of the
organization

Insufficient funding to support
attainment of objectives

4

4

1
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Finance

Direct Impact:
Objective 1 – To become a self-sustainable organization
Objective 2 – Improve and develop business systems

*Failure to attract funding.
*Expenses surpasses
available resources.
*Failure to honor creditors
obligation
*Misappropriation of funds
*Lack of understanding of
funder’s structure

*Source professional advice.
*Engage internal audit team.
*Restructure debt of the
organization
*Explore rescue funding
options.
*Offer discount or incentive
for the recovery of pending
invoices
*Strong financial governance

*Obtain an administration
order.
*Activate retrenchment
process.
*Inject money into the
business.
*Enter the (CVA)
Company Voluntary
Agreement
*Implementation of fraud
preventative measures
*Activate legal
proceedings

Change of government or
stakeholder priorities

*Stakeholder diversification
*Develop alternative income
*Fund raising policy

Consider the use of an
investment fund & reserve
fund
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Category

Importance

Detectability

Impact

Risk Description

Probability

ID

What is this risk?

Trigger Event/Indicator

Risk Response

Contingency Plan

What act or event initiates either the
risk occurrence or precipitates the
response strategy?

How will you respond to this risk and
what actions will you take to match
that response?

If the risk becomes a reality,
what will you do in response, as
a backup, or alternative/
workaround?

b)

Actions - Fraud,

Actions - Collusion

4

4

4

4

4

4

100

100

Finance

1.3
a)

Finance

1. Financial Alignment

*Dishonesty
*Contravention of policies
and procedures
*Disregarding of processes
**Greed
*Disregard of values

*Whistle-blowing framework
*Educate and enforce –
Values, Mission & Vision
*Zero tolerance on fraudulent
activities
*SCM Policy / Framework
*Audit [IA = EA]
*QMS
*Transparency
*Educate on application of
PFMA / MFMA / King IV, 360
degree leadership
assessment

*Institute disciplinary
process and enforce
quality procurement
process

*Institute strict disciplinary
process
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2

Category

Importance

Detectability

Impact

Risk Description

Probability

ID

Trigger Event/Indicator

Risk Response

Contingency Plan

Human Risk and Knowledge

Change Management Failure

4

4

4

100

Human Resources

2.2

Increase in employees’
relations issues

2

3

2
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2.3

Incubation programme
redundancy

4

4

3

96

CD&T

2.1

Human
Resources

Direct Impact:
Objective 3 – To be a people centered organization
*Lack of Change
management strategy
*Lack of coordinated
department implementation
plans
*Staff turnover
*Lack of understanding
change management
*Non-conformity to
processes
*Uncommitted / disengaged.
*Lack of strategic alignment
*Lack of direction and
guidance during
implementation

*Provide effective training
and implement support
structure.
*Develop active
Communication strategy and
platforms.
*Define change and align it to
business goals.
*Culture change initiatives
*Wellness Employee
Assistance programme
*Re-Induction / Refresher
sessions
*Change Management Plans
And M&E

*Low staff morale
*Non-compliance

*Implementation of change
management strategy
*Develop a positive culture

*Reduced funding
*Lack of new funders
*Lack of internal innovation
strategies and technology

*Diversification
Continuous research and
development
*Benchmarking exercise
*Marketing strategies
*Refined offerings

*Recommunicate change
and get buy in
*Activate change agents.
*Create change
management policy /
procedure and template.
*Enforce implementation.
*Labor legislation

*Review of Change
Management Plan

* Providing complimentary
service to incubation such
as training for private
sector supply
development programme
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4

1

32

Legal &
Compliance

Detectability

Importance

Category

Risk Description

4

Impact

ID

Loss of intellectual property

Probability

2.3

*Challenges in keeping track
of historical data.

*Development of nondisclosure agreements,
*Attain patent for the
programme.
*Implement a knowledge
management system and
have an IP license
*ICT strategy

*Enforce restraint of trade
policies through legal
action.
* Explore the use of
Cloud365.

Risk Response and
Trigger Event/Indicator

Description

Contingency Plan

3. Infrastructure

3.1

Infrastructure’s inability to
support program objectives

4

4

4

100

Facilities Management

Direct Impact:
Objective 5 – Be a technologically driven organization
Objective 4 – Reposition the image and identity of the organization

*Insufficient assessment of
infrastructure resulting in
poor planning.
*Lack of building and
maintenance management
plan

*Develop and implement a
facilities and resources plan
in line with the approved
programme.
*Initial assessments of
infrastructure in line with the
needs analysis as per the
approved program
*Conduct environmental
analysis.
*Budgeting for contingencies
(reserves) in case there are
infrastructural deficiencies.
*Conduct feasibility study to
profile and determine skills
and ability needs.
*Coordinate project
implementation plan

*Contingency
programme’s
infrastructure plan to be
put in place i.e.
E-Learning
E-Program
*Community Resources
Centers
*Mobile Units
*Claw back on
Stakeholder’s
Infrastructure where
readily available
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Contingency Plan

Socio Economic

*Poor stakeholder
engagement
*Dissatisfaction of clients
and stakeholders
*Two different programmes
operating in one location.
*Competition offerings

*Develop and implement a
Stakeholder Management Plan
and Marketing Plan
*More informed and structured
outreached programme
*Introduction of an information
hub (Online Library)
*Comprehensive and ongoing
stakeholder induction and
information sharing sessions.

*Review of the
Stakeholder Management
and Marketing Plan
*Re-enforcement of the
relevant element of comm
strategy using available
media platforms
*Increase NCI solutions.
*Clear and shared
communication
programme offerings

Socio Economic

Category

Risk Response and Description

* Ineffective communication
with clients and partners
*Different information
shared to clients
*Losing a partner or
stakeholder
*Failure to deliver on Scope
of work

*Re-enforce and implement
Marketing and comm strategy
*Publishing key information
and achievements
*Effective stakeholder
engagement
*Review MOA deliverables

*Diversify funding
partners.
*Conduct an exit interview
with outgoing stakeholder
and graduates.
-flyers, SMS, Emails
-Newsletters / Updates

Political

Importance

Detectability

Impact

Risk Description

Probability

ID

Trigger Event/Indicator

*Strike and Riot
*Budget allocation
*Change in government
priorities
*Change in political
landscape

*Stakeholder management
framework
*Advise funders and Board to
engage and manage political
relations

*Seek political
intervention

4 NCI Reputation
Direct Impact:
Objective 4 – Reposition the image and identity of the organization

4.1

4.2

4.3

Loss of strategic stakeholders

Damaged reputation and or
brand

Political pressures

3

3

3

4

3

4

2

4

2

48

72

48
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Category

Importance

Detectability

Impact

EXTERNAL RISK
Risk Description

Probability

ID

What is this risk?

1

Trigger Event/Indicator

Risk Response and
Description

What act or event initiates either the
risk occurrence or precipitates the
response strategy?

How will you respond to this risk and
what actions will you take to match
that response?

Contingency Plan

If the risk becomes a reality,
what will you do in response, as
a backup, or alternative/
workaround?

Politics

1.2

Withdrawal of funding

Incubation programme
redundancy

4

3

4

3

2

4

64

72

Socio Economic

1.1

Socio Economic

Direct Impact:
Objective 1 – To become a self-sustainable organization
Objective 4 – Reposition the image and identity of the organization

*Funders Financial
Status/Constraints
*Political interference
*Sustainability plan with
limitations

*Change in Government
Policies and Priorities
*Lack or poor success rate of
incubator programme

*Explore Additional Revenue
Streams
*Enhance Stakeholder
Engagement
*Explore Cost Cutting.
*Implement sustainability
plan
*Develop Investment strategy

*Increase business
incubation advocacy.
*NCI to develop sound
stakeholder management
policy.
*Introduce new additional
programmes

*Create reserves and
enhance programme
development for
additional revenue
streams.
*Close branches
supported by that specific
funder

NCI to immediately start
with product development
initiatives.
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Change in political regime

3

4

4

96

Political

1.3

*Elections
*Poor service delivery and
lack of understanding of
ruling party policy by voters.

*NCI to remain apolitical.
*Always enhance and
improve NCI value add
services.
*Document all success
stories including amongst
others, job creation and
socio-economic benefits.

*Document all success
stories and develop a
value-add services
strategy document.
*Create financial reserves
by identifying
programmes that can be
commercialized.
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4

72

3

4

4
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Economy /
Political

Risk Description

3

Category

Inability of contractors to
secure projects

3

Importance

funding

Detectability

ID

attract

Impact

2.2

Failure to
partners

Probability

2.1

Economy

2 Economy
Direct Impact:
Objective 1 – To become a self-sustainable organization.
Objective 5 – Be a technological driven organization

*Economic downturn

*Unstable or declining
economic climate
*Decrease in government
infrastructure spending
*Lack of projects in the
private sector.

*Restructure the business
model.
*Develop and implement
funding strategy and
alignment to the economic
dynamics.
*Strengthen stakeholder
relationships.
*Find methods to engage in
platforms like Mayoral
Committee

*Objectives review for a
turnaround plan
*Explore options available
with NCI bank account.
*Customize service
offerings to new
opportunities

*NCI to increase/improve
lobbying for its clients.
*Encourage contractors in
the programme to seek
opportunities in the private
sector.
*Develop diversification
program for construction
SMME on an incubation
program
*Lobby with funders to
support contractors beyond
the programme

*NCI to encourage its
clients to diversify and
develop alternative skills.
*Diversification review for
alternative mechanisms to
support job creation and
sustainability

Risk Response and
Trigger Event/Indicator

Description

Contingency Plan
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3

Social

3.2

Strike and unrest

Corruption

3

3

4

3

2

4

46

72

Socio Eco

3.1

*Communication breakdown
*Continuity of dissatisfaction

Socio Economic

Direct Impact:
Objective 4 – Reposition the image and identity of the organization

*Abuse of power, By-passing
processes, Non-adherence
to policies and procedures,
III-manners, Greed, Poor
corporate governance, Poor
risk & audit management,
Poor risk management
controls

*Continuous and effective
communication
*Consider social facilitation
*Develop Disaster
management plan

*Identify colocation for
staff members
*Implement Disaster Plan

*Affirm code of good conduct
and ethics

*Institute legal and
criminal proceedings
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Category

Importance

Detectability

Impact

Risk Description

Probability

ID

Risk Response and
Trigger Event/Indicator

Redundancy of IT software &
hardware

3

4

2
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Technology

4.2

Technology unable to meet
needs of the organization and
clients

3

3

4

72

Technology

Impact

Detectability

Importance

ID

Risk Description

Category

4.1

Probability

4 Technology
Direct Impact:
Objective 2 – Improve and develop business systems

Description

Objective 5 – Be a technological driven organization
*Update software to suite
*High costs of software
organizational needs
upgrades
*Activate relationship with
*Failure to access external
MICTSETA
correspondence due to non*Development of the ICT
compatible systems
strategy
*Challenge in consolidation
of information on to one
*Staying abreast of
accessible platform
technological advancement.
*Outdated systems
*Familiarize NCI staff with
*Rapid advancement of
new systems (IMS)
technology

Contingency Plan

*Use of personal
communication medium

*Use of manual systems
*Explore free
technological platforms

Risk Response and
Trigger Event/Indicator

Description

Contingency Plan
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5.1

5.2

Climate change

Alternative building skills

4

4

4

3

4

3

2

3

2

48

72

48

Environment & CD

5.3

Green Technology

Environment

5 Environment
Direct Impact:
Objective 6 – Build an organization that is a center of excellence.
Objective 5 – Be a technological driven organization

5.4

Poor infrastructure

4

4

4

96

*Change in government
policy
*Global building technology
trends
* Human made environment
change.
*Adverse weather conditions
*Water crisis
*Diseases
*Fuel price hike

*Change in government
policy
*Global alternative building
skills trends

*Disruptions and delays in
branch establishments
*Non-payment by incubates
*Poor management of
infrastructure

*Engage partners in the
green technology space
*Source knowledge about
green technology.

*Update insurance cover
against natural disasters
*Update in curriculum
*Workshop
*Engage partners in the
alternative building
*Source knowledge about
alternative skills
*Affiliation to Green Building
Council
*Invest on Green Building
Technology and knowledge
*Develop and implement
infrastructure management.
*Conduct comprehensive
feasibility assessment
*Develop infrastructure check
list.

*Facilitate information
sessions about green
technology.

*Unstructured training
*Identify colocation
premises.
*Adaption

*Facilitate information
sessions about alternative
building.

*Review of an
implementation plan
*Procure services from
alternative providers.
*Effective implementation
of the asset management
plan
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Category

Importance

Detectability

Impact

Risk Description

Probability

ID

Risk Response and
Trigger Event/Indicator

Description

Contingency Plan

6.1

Change in legislation

1

2

1

4

Legal

6 Legal
Direct Impact:
Objective 2 – Improve and develop business systems
*Change in laws and
regulations

*Re-align NCI service
offering
*Review affected policies
*Develop legislative
compliance framework

*Align affected operations
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PART VI
11. CONCLUSION
This document is an outcome of the recent strategy review session by NCI Management team
and a Board of trustees. This is a continuation of previous work of the strategy development and
reviews held within NCI. The document is aimed at being a foundation for the strategic direction
of the organisation. The previously adopted strategic objectives are still deemed as relevant to
take the organization forward however they were gaps identified between objective 6 & 7 which
led to the recent changes in objectives as outlined in this document. The document’s successful
implementation is dependent on an effective synergy between all parties involved ensuring
sustainability and turnaround of the organisation.
The construction sector like any other sector was affected and is recovering from the
breakthrough of Covid 19 pandemic which caused several changes in the environment and in the
way business is conducted as it was anticipated that the operating environment can change into
whatever form because of the changes in the environment or new demands and requirements of
the industry. The document allows for changes to be made to adapt to the requirements of the
industry and change in circumstances at any given time.
This strategic document is a tool that will take National Construction Incubator into the next level
of sustainability and growth. The support and leadership of the board of trustees, commitment of
the NCI management team under the guidance of the Chief Executive Officer Ms Patt Chalwa
and the involvement of the entire team including clients and stakeholders still remains critical and
is a pillar of success in achieving a realised strategy.
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